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Professional Development Committee
August 28, 2017: 1:00pm to 3:00pm
Chair: Mr. Bradley Taylor, Johnston Willis
Members and Guests Present: John Dugan, Daniel Linkins, Brad Taylor, Al Thompson,
Conference Line: Jay Gould
ODEMSA Staff: Megan Young, Adam Alford
Minutes Scribed by: Megan Young
Materials provided: Previous meeting Minutes, meeting Agenda, Reference Binder

Topic/Subject

Discussion

Meeting Called to Order Brad Taylor called the meeting to order at 1:10pm. Introductions were made, and it was
determined there was not a quorum.
Reports:
John Tyler CC

ODEMSA PI Committee

South Central PD 14

VCU Health

Daniel Linkins – They are finishing up their self-study for paramedic. They have a new
paramedic and EMT class starting in March and options are A to I, A to P, and A to I to
P starting in October. He stated enrollment is up a little bit.
Al Thompson – September 12, 2017 is Bon Secours first responder’s appreciation
dinner. A cadaver lab is scheduled October 7th and 8th and invitations have been sent
out.
John Dugan – No report. AHA is busier on the process improvement side of things with
their Get with the Guidelines programs and all things STEMI. EMS recognition is coming
up soon so they will be promoting that.
Jay Gould – No report.
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HCA CJW

Brad Taylor – Chippenhams ED renovations are going to start on the outside of the
building just before the end of the year as they mow down the MOBs. The parts that
really begin to affect the hospital will begin in early 2018. There will be a pediatric dinner
on the fourth Tuesday of September on pediatrics transports and different ways to
secure the child. They had a successful level II designation at Chippenham and a level
III at JW.

ODEMSA

Adam Alford - The new 2017 protocols have been approved and are in the formatting
stage, ODEMSA is hoping for a release date soon. ODEMSA has taken over distributing
the training funds from the state and per OEMS is in the process of setting up an online
bidding system. Adam Alford is leaving his position and Megan is taking over as
Training Director so ODEMSA will be hiring for a new Program Coordinator.

Old Business:
Regional Release Process

Glucagon Video
Stroke Video

Daniel Linkins had a concern that since there isn’t much standardization between
agencies how could ODEMSA have a regional release process that is partially based on
standard operational guidelines. After much discussion about how this process would
work with the individual agencies it was decided to return this back to MDC, share the
concerns of this committee and clarify what the Medical Control Committee wants.
Megan Young will get with Tom Nevetral and Brad Taylor to create this video.
This was tabled until the next meeting when the Stroke Chairs can attend. It was noted
that VAN already has training on VAN on a website.

New Business:
Clinical Rotations
Questions

Al Thompson had some issues with clinical rotations in the hospital. A couple programs
have put in to use the Bon Secours facility and the concern is by what process are they
doing that and how do we know this program is legit. He stated he has a request sitting
at their St. Mary’s site for ECPI to do clinicals there and it will just sit there. Al wanted to
know how they are making these requests. Daniel stated it is a central scheduler where
it has little to do with ODEMSA. No school requests should be approved unless there is
a contract on file. It was asked if ODEMSA could have a central place where all the
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contact information for individual facility contracts could be found. Megan Young stated
ODEMSA could place something on our website.

Next Meeting
Adjourn

There was no further business from the floor.
November 2, 2017 at 10:30am
The meeting was adjourned at 2:09pm.
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